What makes a good clinical app? Introducing the RCP Health Informatics Unit checklist
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Doctors increasingly rely on medical apps running on smart phones or tablet computers to support their work. However, these apps vary hugely in the quality of their data input screens, internal data processing, the methods used to handle sensitive patient data and how they communicate their output to the user. Inspired by Donabedian’s approach to assessing quality and the principles of good user interface design, the Royal College of Physicians’ Health Informatics Unit has developed and piloted an 18-item checklist to help clinicians assess the structure, functions and impact of medical apps. Use of this checklist should help clinicians to feel more confident about using medical apps themselves, about recommending them to their staff or prescribing them for patients.
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Analysis and problem statement

Smart phone apps are potentially very useful additions to clinical practice and are widely used by junior and senior doctors to support their work. Preliminary results of a 2015 survey of 1,104 Royal College of Physicians (RCP) members and fellows (response rate after two reminders 42% of the 2,658 members of the RCP research panel) show that 586 (54%) use apps to support their clinical work and of these, 42% believed the apps were ‘essential’ or ‘very important’ to their work. However, the survey also reveals that 43% – nearly half – of respondents were concerned about some aspects of app quality. The concern shown by RCP members and fellows about app quality is very appropriate, as several studies have shown that the quality of some apps varies too much for safe clinical use without prior assessment. For example, a study of 23 calculators for converting opioid drug dose equivalents, 1 found dangerously large variations in calculated doses. Conversion of a 1 mg dose of oral morphine to methadone resulted in a dose ranging from 0.05 to 0.67 mg methadone (a 13:1 range), with fewer than half the apps recognising that the conversion formula used should depend on the actual dose as well as on the drugs concerned. Thimbleby et al found that the delete key on many apps does not work correctly, so ironically if a user tries to correct an error they notice, that correction may cause an error they do not notice.

Proposed solution

Building on Donabedian’s classical 1978 analysis of the factors that determine the quality of medical care and with input
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App name and version: _________________________ For iPhone / Android / other: __________

Date of filling out this checklist: __________

1. Who developed the app, and what’s inside it?
   a) Is it clear who this app is for and how it should be used? Yes / No / Don’t know
   b) Is it clear which problem the app is designed to alleviate or what outcome it helps to promote? Yes / No / Don’t know
   c) Do the app developer and sponsor seem well informed about this problem or outcome, and likely to be unbiased in their approach to it? Yes / No / Don’t know
   d) Have they located sound, relevant, up-to-date evidence, images, video etc to use in their app? Yes / No / Don’t know
   e) Do the app screens look well designed, is text clear? Not applicable / Yes / No / Don’t know
   f) Is it clear what data the app needs from the user with units defined, out of range detection and a ‘clear last patient’ button? Not applicable / Yes / No
   g) Does the app collect any identifiable patient information? Yes / No / Unclear
   h) Does it seem to keep user and patient data secure and private? Yes / No / Don’t know
   i) If the app is designed to support any medical task, is it CE marked? Not applicable / Yes / No / Unclear

2. How well does the app work?
   a) Is the app fast and easy to use in clinical settings? Yes / No / Don’t know
   b) Does the app give the user usable answers or advice quickly? Not applicable / Yes / No / Unclear
   c) Do the answers, advice or calculated risks appear to be correct? Yes / No / Unclear
   d) Is there a way to feed back user comments to the app developer? Yes / No / Don’t know

3. Is there any evidence that the app does actually alleviate the problem?
   a) Have any studies been carried out to measure the impact of using the app on clinical or patient knowledge, actions or (preferably) patient outcomes? Yes / No / Don’t know
   b) Were these studies independently conducted, well designed, large enough, and applicable to the user? Not applicable / Yes / No / Don’t know
   c) Did any study also examine health resource use, potential harms caused by the app, or quantify cost effectiveness? Not applicable / Yes / No / Don’t know
   d) Overall, do the benefits of using this app seem likely to outweigh inconvenience and costs to the user? Yes / No / Don’t know
   e) Is there any specific clinical scenario or patient subgroup in which using the app seems particularly likely to be useful? Yes - Which? ____________________________ / No / Unclear

Fig 1. RCP Health Informatics Unit clinical app quality checklist. *Screening, diagnosis, test ordering or interpretation, the choice or titration of treatment and prognosis. RCP = Royal College of Physicians.

from app developers, the RCP Health Informatics Unit (HIU) has developed a short checklist (see Fig 1) to support clinicians wishing to assess the quality of apps. We recommend that you start by assessing the app structure, including who is it for, who published it, and whether it incorporates relevant, up to date, evidence-based content. Another key aspect is the design of screens that communicate with the user and ask for data to be input: are they well designed, with clear and unambiguous text? When patient data are requested, are the units and methods to collect the data clear? Is the patient’s name, NHS number or other identifiers captured, and if so, where are these sent, or are they stored on the device? If the app collects data, does it have a ‘new patient’ button to clear all previous entries or does it (as many do) carry over some data from the previous patient? If the data are not stored in encrypted form this constitutes a privacy risk when the device is lost or borrowed.

You also need to check that the app is CE marked, which shows that it complies with the relevant medical devices and software law, recently summarised in HIU guidance for RCP members and fellows. This applies if the app is used to support medical tasks such as diagnosis, test ordering, interpretation of test results, risk assessment or the choice or titration of therapy. If the aim of the app is not medical – for example, to aid the public with lifestyle decisions such as tracking exercise, weight loss or smoking cessation – CE marking is generally not needed. If the app passes this long list of screening questions, the next step is to check if it works well – the equivalent of...
What makes a good clinical app?

Donabedian’s process measures. How does the app handle error? Try making a few mistakes (does the app reject them?) and try correcting them. Does it appear to generate sensible advice or output for a wide variety of input data items? Does it signal invalid or extremely unlikely data values? Equally, does it request all data likely to be relevant: we know of apps that ignore an age over 75 or provide no field to enter that a patient is diabetic – key information if we need to calculate cardiac risk. Is the output presented to the user in a usable and actionable format avoiding jargon, undefined abbreviations or an obscure risk score that anyone would find hard to interpret at 3am? For example, risks are best communicated using a ‘1 in N patients’ scale rather than a probability between zero and one or a percentage probability.°

Assuming that the app appears to work well when tested on sample data, the final hurdle corresponds with Donabedian’s outcome: does it actually help us manage patients? The best test is a large, well-designed randomised trial, but so far few of these have been carried out. Trials of apps are perfectly possible, as shown by a study which randomised 128 people wanting to lose weight to the MyMealMate app, a website or a paper diary. At three months, weight loss was highest in the app group and least in the diary group. However, only 20 app randomised controlled trials (RCTs) have so far been published (source: PubMed clinical queries search carried out on 4 September 2015 using ‘mobile applications’ or ‘smartphone applications’), so insisting on an RCT would severely limit the number of apps you could recommend to your colleagues. As an alternative, you could potentially test a small number of selected apps on a series of your own patients. This would entail making your initial decision about each patient, then using each app in turn to see if it changes your decision (and ideally subsequent actions and even patient outcome) for the better. Unsafe apps may be reported to the MHRA hotline (www.mhra.gov.uk/safetyinformation/reportingsafetyproblems/devices), using data captured on the RCP checklist. This process may also help you to identify typical patients whom the app seems to help, and other patients in which the app seems less useful – helpful when it comes to sharing your findings with your staff.
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